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O

ne hundred years ago, the there was weapons ordinance aboard fare by both sides during World War II.5
At the time, the still-neutral United
R.M.S. Lusitania, a Cunard the Lusitania, including rifle bullets,
liner en route from New York shrapnel shells and fuses—thus lend- States was adamant that the sinking
to Liverpool was sunk by a ing some credence to Germany’s initial violated international law.6 In 1916, it
German U-Boat. It was attacked off the claim that it was entitled to confront extracted a diplomatic note from Gersouth coast of Ireland in the afternoon the vessel. The traditional view is that many that, while denying illegality,
of May 7, 1915; a victim of Germany’s regardless of whether “contraband” expressed regret for the sinking and
policy of attacking British-bound com- was aboard, the sinking was still illegal accepted liability for it.
In 1923, a three-member “mixed
merce without warning. Of the 1,962 because, under the so-called “cruiser
passengers, 1,201 were killed. One rules,” the U-boat could only have claims commission” adjudicated claims
hundred twenty eight were American.1 “stopp[ed] and search[ed]” the ves- of U.S. nationals for damage arising out
This did not instantly draw the U.S. sel, “impounding her cargo, and seizing of the sinking. Because liability had
into World War I. It remained
been admitted, its sole task
neutral until April 6, 1917. The
was to enunciate the relevant
While
the
role
of
“moral
damages,”
particuactual trigger was the leaked
damages principles and then
larly
in
business
cases,
is
still
debated,
the
“Zimmerman Telegram”—
make individual awards.
exposing Germany’s bizarre influence of ‘Lusitania’ is undeniable. As in so
The commission held that
bid to ally with Mexico and
“[t]he fundamental concept of
manu facets of legal life, a case that initially
attack Texas, Arizona and
‘damages’ is satisfaction, repprompted
controversy
in
one
area
(laws
of
2
New Mexico —but the sinking
aration for a loss suffered; a
naval
warfare)
has
spawned
jurisprudence
in
loomed large: when seeking a
judicially ascertained compendeclaration of war, President an entirely different sphere.
sation for wrong. The remedy
Woodrow Wilson decried the
should be commensurate with
“reckless and lawless submathe loss, so that the injured
rine warfare adopted now without dis- [her] as a prize or destroying her after party may be made whole.”7 This was
guise by the Imperial German Govern- making proper provision for the safety not “punishment” for the wrongdoer,
ment,” as well as the “American lives of the crew and passengers. It did not but rather a sum that would “insure
taken” by it.3
justify a ‘sink on sight’ policy.”4 Still, to the individual full, adequate, and
Historians have debated the legality controversy lingers, particularly given complete compensation for a wrong
of Germany’s actions. It turns out that the widespread use of submarine war- inflicted to his detriment.”
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Moreover:
That one injured is, under the rules
of international law, entitled to be
compensated for an injury inflicted
resulting in mental suffering, injury
to his feelings, humiliation, shame,
degradation, loss of social position
or injury to his credit or to his reputation, there can be no doubt, and
such compensation should be commensurate to the injury. Such damages are very real, and the mere fact
that they are difficult to measure or
estimate by money standards makes
them none the less real and affords
no reason why the injured person
should not be compensated.8
Lusitania’s general pronouncements
on personal injury damages have been
cited widely, including in numerous
international law claims involving
injury to individuals. Lately, attention has focused upon its specific
holdings concerning non-economic
(“moral”) damages. They were cited
in the 1992 compensation recommendations relating to the assassination of
Chilean dissident Orlando Letelier.9 In
2012, the World Court cited Lusitania
in awarding $85,000 in “non-material”
damages against a state engaging in
human rights violations.10

Lusitania has also been cited in
investor-state arbitration—the process by which businesses can seek
compensation for expropriation or
mistreatment of foreign investments.
Although investment damages are often
economic, the 2009 Desert Line decision, arising under the Yemen-Oman
Bilateral Investment Treaty, shows that
a “moral” component may be awarded.
In that case, the Yemeni government
had coerced a contractor (DLP) to surrender its rights under a $20 million
private arbitration award. Besides
restoring the full value of the award,
the investor-state tribunal, citing Lusitania, awarded $1 million in moral damages for the “threats and attacks on the
physical integrity of [the] investment,”
as well as the impact on the physical
health of DLP’s employees, reputation,
prestige and credit.11
Subsequent claims for moral damages
claims have not fared as well: recently
an investment tribunal stated that such
damages are reserved for “exceptional
cases, provided that the state’s actions
imply physical threat, illegal detention
or other analogous situations in which
the ill-treatment contravenes the norms
according to which civilized nations
are expected to act.”12

While the role of “moral damages,” particularly in business cases,
is still debated, the influence of
Lusitania is undeniable. As in so
many other facets of legal life, a
case that initially prompted controversy in one area (laws of naval warfare) has spawned jurisprudence in
an entirely different sphere.
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